What is a **subject**?
Give an example.
What is a **verb**? Give an example.
The **subject** and the **verb** must work together to agree and sound good.
Rule 1:
If the subject is singular, then you will add an S to the action verb.

The boy rides his bike.
Rule 2:
If the subject is plural, you do NOT add an S to the action verb.

The boys ride bikes.
Rule Breaker:
I and you are both singular subjects, but you do NOT add S to the action verb.

I ride my bike.
Which verb agrees with the subject?

Jackie _____ every night.

a. read
b. reads

Hint: Is the subject singular or plural?
Which verb agrees with the subject?

My shoes _____ my feet.

a. hurts
b. hurt
>>> Subject & Verb

Which subject agrees with the verb?

The ______ run on the playground.

a. children
b. child

Hint: Does the verb end with an S?
Subject & Verb

Which subject agrees with the verb?

______ works at a grocery store.

a. Mom and Dad
b. Mom

Hint: Does the verb end with an S?
Is the subject singular or plural?

My family ______ to play games.

a. like
b. likes